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Sewing Center
Sewing
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#375 Sewing Center 58" W (76" W open) 211/2" D (47" D open) 32" H
(Optional quilting table adds additional 18" to depth when open)

We are happy to offer this beautiful sewing center – a place where all your sewing needs come together in one unit.
It provides plenty of workspace as well as air lifts to lower both your sewing machine and serger into the cabinet for
storage. Shown with optional quilter’s table which is fully supported with two swing out supports, the table folds
down and away when not in use.

The Serger Combination

This Serger Combination cabinet has an airlift for the sewing
machine. An extra table folds out
for the serger. Your serger can
be stored on the floor inside the
closed cabinet.

#450 Serger Combination Cabinet 413/4" W (831/2"W open) 211/2" D (42"D open) 311/4" H
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Welcome. Thank you for your interest in the Gristmill Collection.We understand how important a functional, orderly and pleasant work area is for your sewing
projects.
In an era of plastic, synthetics and imports, our furniture is built with genuine oak and cherry hardwoods in Central Pennsylvania. Containing quality features
such as dovetailed drawers, raised panel doors, three position air lifts, heavy duty
casters and durable finishes, our furniture is designed to last for generations to
come. Looking for that one-of-a-kind piece of furniture? See back page for details.

Quilter’s Delight

#200 Quilter’s Delight 541/2" W 211/2"D (43"D open) 311/4" H Fabric Holder adds 19" to Depth

Designed and crafted with the serious seamstress in mind, this delightful piece is well named. The large work surface
conveniently holds your quilt or sewing project with room to spare. The two front drawers pull out to support the sewing
leaf, adding additional work area. When not using the sewing leaf, it hangs on hooks on the back of the cabinet for easy
storage. This option is truly a quilter’s delight.
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Double Pedestal

#250 Double pedestal cabinet 491/4" W (981/2" open) 211/2"D 311/4" H

Wishing for extra storage space? When you choose the Double
Pedestal option, your wish comes true. This cabinet offers plenty of
space within attractive drawers. Also shown is the optional support
top, featuring built-in wing support and smaller opening width,
perfect for limited space.
The Single Pedestal is a smaller version, with two wings and one
pedestal. It has the same innovative doors as the Double Pedestal
model, that swing inward to open the knee hole and close to conceal
the machine when stored. (Shown with optional backsplash)

Single Pedestal

Manual lift is an option
for the single or doublepedestal.

#100 Single Pedestal Cabinet 381/4" W (761/2" W open)
211/2"D 311/4"H
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Double pedestal cabinet shown with optional support
top. 491/4" W (741/2"W open) 211/2"D 32" H

Mini

#150 Mini Cabinet 31"W (62"W open) 211/2" D 311/4 H

Mini Plus

This Mini cabinet
includes the airlift
which conveniently
stores your machine
when not in use. It
includes one storage pocket on the
door and two shelves
inside cabinet. Door
swings out to support
the wing. Built with
space and savings in
mind.

#150+ Mini Plus Cabinet 31”W (62”W open) 211/2” D 311/4 H

Sturdy and practical, this
cabinet is for anyone limited in space. The door swings
open and supports the wing.
Standard model comes with
the airlift, which allows
machine to be lowered into
cabinet for storage. Storage
pocket on door provide place
for scissors and assessories.
Mini Plus cabinet includes
beautiful base molding,
raised panel doors and two
storage pockets.
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Crafting Tables

#550 Crafting Table 211/2"W (74"W open) 37" D 35"H

The Ultimate Cutting Table! It is available in two sizes, 31" x 68" and 37" x 74". The larger version comes with one
adjustable shelf and a drawer on either side. The smaller version comes with two adjustable shelves with accessibility
to either side. Both come with easy rolling wheels. Optional Plus Series includes beautiful base molding and crown
raised panel door, available in both sizes. (optional plus series shown above)
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#500 Crafting Table 151/2"W (68"W open) 31" D 35" H

Roll out this convenient table
on wheels for every occasion. It’s
perfect for a kitchen island when
baking, a party table for guests,
a craft or laundry table, or an
extra table for seating. With its
fold down arms and easy rolling
wheels, space is not an issue. At a
height that prevents uncomfortable bending, this versatile table
will have you wondering how you
ever did without it.
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Options
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For Most Cabinets

Three Position Air Lift

A pedestal for extra support.
It can be added to any cabinet and is recommended for
unsupported wings. It does
not attach to cabinet.

Sewing Chest

Quilter’s Table Option.
This large wing is fully
supported by two swing
out supports on wheels.
This can be added to
most cabinets.

What seamstress doesn’t need more storage space!?
Here is the perfect sewing chest! Fits perfectly beneath the open wing
of your sewing cabinet
to turn wasted space
into organized storage.
Wide drawers are great
for fabric, patterns and
accessories.

#600 Sewing Chest 271/2" W 211/2" D 293/4" H

The Backsplash can be
added to most cabinets. It
enhances the appearance of
your cabinet while adding
great support to the wings.

Dovetail Drawers
are a standard feature

Shown are our two standard options: oak and
cherry wood and stain
with our standard pulls.
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We Do Custom Designing

Do you need a special piece of furniture? Whether it’s a special piece of sewing
furniture or any other type of furniture, we can build it specifically for you. Using any
kind of wood, stain, paint color or finish technique such as distressing and rub throughs,
we can make your ideas become a reality. Simply give your ideas to your dealer and we
will build it to your size, taste of style and color preference.

